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Pass
That
Book!

by Elizabeth Garvey
Are you dealing with disinterested readers
in your classroom? Struggling to motivate
students who equate reading to eating
brussels sprouts? Coping ineffectively with
students who are unable to handle leisure
reading books? Try " book pass " and watch
the atmosphere change dramatically!

should not include any duplicates if possible.
Rely on the media center 's staff to select
books or to assist you as needed.
A successful " book pass " requires one
library book per student, one full class period,
and 5" x 8" reproductions of the record sheet
shown here. Pass out the record sheets and
randomly distribute the books, one per
student, with the admonition that there are to
be no complaints!

Joan Trezise, media center director at
Gardner Middle School in Lansing, raves
about " book pass, " a technique she utilizes in
her on-going attempt to help teachers reach
every child 's potential as a reader. Teachers
at Livonia 's Stevenson High School find it
works amazingly well even with severely
disadvantaged readers. Dr. Pat Cianciolo of
Michigan State University has students in her
Teacher Education courses incorporating
"book pass " into their lesson plans for
students at all levels.

Instruct students to begin reading with the
first word on the first page. Tell them to read
steadily for three minutes. Use a stop watch or
small kitchen timer to time the readings.
When the timer goes off, the students stop
reading and record on their " book pass "
record sheets the title, number of pages read
and whether they would like to read more of
the book later. Each book is then passed to
the left and the three-minute readings begin
in the second book. Repeat the procedure
unti I each student has started six books. This
should allow sufficient time in the class period
for sharing their discoveries.

'· Book pass" involves students in a fastpaced exposure to several books selected by
you or the media center director, motivating
students to read supplementary materials to
enrich classroom work in every content area :
literature, history and social studies , science,
foreign language, basic reading and many
more. The process challenges students with
biographies of world leaders and researchers
in science, math and social studies or nonfiction dealing with the unit being studied.
Whet their appetites for fantasy, historical
fiction and biogrnphy, or bring in stories of
heroes and superstars to wake up a I iterature
or basic reading class. The assortm ent of titles

Ask for a show of hands from those
students who have found at least one book
they will enjoy reading. Most students will
have several choices. If time permits, small
groups of four or five students can share from
their " book pass .. record sheets the titles and
some tantalizing information about the
books they enjoyed . This stimulates interest in
books which were not passed to the group
members during the activity.
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Collect the "book pass" record sheets to
file for student use in the next outside reading
project. Have the students use the last few
minutes of the class period to select and sign
out the books they will read for the current
assignment. The temporary chaos as students
scramble for their favorite titles is well worth
the pandemonium to see them finally excited
about reading! The "book pass" ends on this

BOOK PASS

enthusiastic note, with both you and the
students highly motivated to start reading in
the new books!

Elizabeth Garvey is an instructor for
Lansing Community College, Lansing,
Michigan.
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Encouraging Secondary School
Children to Read at Home
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